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Perspectives of Innovations, Economics and Business (PIEB) is an international, peer-reviewed research journal.
The journal focuses on interdisciplinary issues which develop in various areas of innovation management. Therefore, the scope of the journal covers but not
limited to the innovation-related issues in areas of knowledge management, technology transfer and commercialization, product and business development,
innovation and technology management, innovation marketing and policy and macro- and organization levels.
Editors accept for reviewing the articles which aim to discover and research the various linkages and relations between innovations and entrepreneurship,
values and organizational culture, individual and social values, technology and product development, business management, economic development.
The Perspectives of Innovations, Economics and Business (PIEB) covers, in particular, the following issues in its scope including:


Innovations, economic growth, and development. Benefits of innovation to consumers, businesses and the economy as a whole. The contribution
of innovations to productivity, economic growth, and sustainable development.



Innovations and business management. How organizations and enterprises manage innovation process through influencing strategic partnerships,
employee ideation, customer needs and preferences, competitive intelligence, internal sources.



Innovations, R&D, technology and product development. Studies focusing on the development of new products, services, technologies, business
processes in organization and companies facilitating innovations and innovative efficiency.



Innovations, values, and organizational culture. How organizations develop and sustain the proper environment and facilitate the right culture to
find innovative ideas and capitalize on them. Organizational structures and processes to support creativity, leadership and innovation. Interconnecting
creative and innovative processes.



Innovations, ideation, knowledge management. How to facilitate the development of good ideas, streamline them and establish an effective culture
of innovation.



Innovations, technology transfer, and commercialization. How technology transfer and commercialization drives innovation processes.
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The article template with detailed instructions can be downloaded in the following web links:
Link 1: https://academicpublishingplatforms.com/downloads/PIEB_article_submission_format.docx
Link 2: http://www.pradec.eu/pieb-article-template/

Author guidelines:
Researchers can read more info and guidelines in the following web links:
Link 1: https://academicpublishingplatforms.com/journal.php?journal=PIEB&id=1#guides_to_authors
Link 2: http://www.pradec.eu/pieb-guide-to-authors/

Online submission:
You can read more info and guidelines in the following web links:
Link 1: https://academicpublishingplatforms.com/journal.php?journal=PIEB&id=1#submission
Link 2: http://www.pradec.eu/pieb-paper-submission/
Authors can send articles to the following emails: pieb@pradec.eu publications@pradec.eu

Double blind reviewing:
All articles submitted to PIEB undergo screening and followed with a peer-reviewing process. The screening and review process is described in our official
webpages. We require high writing standards from the authors to reach the sufficient merits and quality of articles before final publishing. Though many factors
influence the final decision, the merits and quality play an important role in speeding the reviewing process by our editors and reviewers. It could be both quick
(few weeks) and quite long 2-6 months. The whole cycle can be even longer (1 year and more) when authors do not consider in full the delivered remarks of
reviewers.

Publication fee:

Standard submission & service fee established for the 2019 year open-access publications is 150 Euro. The fee is due to pay only after the acceptance
formal letter from the editor. The paper will be published online with ISSN 1804-0527 (Online).

